1. Reference is made to the 28 Nov 79 meeting between representatives of Hyd & Hydro Branch, F& M Branch, Design Branch and Design Memo Branch concerning the subject Alternative Plans Investigation.

2. Before the referenced meeting, attendants were requested to review their files to ascertain the amount of work required to complete the subject study. The options that were to be discussed at the meeting would determine whether the remainder of the work would be done in-house or contracted to an outside firm. Attendants all agreed that it would be more desirable to complete the subject Alternative Plans Investigation in-house since so much of the work had already been accomplished. Based on the work accomplished to date and the work remaining, it was estimated that it would require an additional 6 months to complete the study. In accordance with this estimate, the inclosed schedule (Incl 1) was developed and has subsequently been approved by Mr. Chatry.

3. It is requested that each Branch program this work into their overall work load and advise Design Memo Branch of any priority conflicts so that the appropriate adjustments can be made. Notice of conflicts should be furnished to Design Memo Branch as soon as possible but NLT 21 Jan 79.

1 Incl as

[Handwritten signature]

HARRINGTON

Orleans Lakefront

Suppl. 5 - West of IHNC

BEC 21 304 Z10 AD00

Suppl. 5C Orleans Lakefront

Outfall Canals

BEC 21 304 Z10 AB00
R/E Cost R/W
Hyd & Hydro BR Design
Design BR Design
F&M BR Design
Drafting BR
Hyd & Hydro BR Rep.
F&M BR Rep.
Design BR Rep.
Design Memo Rep.
Hyd & Hydro BR Rev.
F&M BR Rev.
Design BR Rev.
Real Estate Rev.
Design Memo Prep.
Final Design Memo Coord

KEY:

Real Estate Div
Hyd & Hydro BR
F&M BR
Design BR
Design Memo BR
Drafting BR